Awesome Alliteration

Alliterations are phrases or sentences where most of the words begin with the same letter. Narwhal and Jelly books contain lots of examples of alliteration!

Directions: The sentences below each contain alliteration. Complete each alliteration with a word that makes sense.

Example: Bella blew up her blue **balloon**.

1. Dolly dined on a delicious _____________ at dinnertime.
2. Ben's beagle became bothersome when he began _____________ at Becky.
3. Noisy Nelson kept his _____________ up until 9:00.
4. Big _____________ bears bought _____________ books.
5. Casey calls her _____________ cat _____________.
6. The farmer fluffed the _____________ of his fowl friends.
7. Eight elephants were _____________ to eat _____________.
8. Large, _____________ llamas lounge on the lawn.
9. Preston the penguin likes _____________ and _____________.
10. Sarah sat seaside on the _____________ so she could soak up some of the _____________'s rays.